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A gender perspective on migration
Understanding the causes and effects of seasonal migration vis-a-vis gender in Khohar village of Rajasthan’s Alwar district
Vrindaa Sharma, Aparna Radhakrishnan and Niti Saxena | November 13, 2018
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Focused group discussion with the migrating women population in Khohar (Photo: SM Sehgal Foundation)
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India has three times more recovered patients than active Covid-19 cases (/news/regular-story/india-has-three-times-morerecovered-patients-than-active-covid19-cases)
India has been for some time leading the world in terms of daily fresh Covid-19 cases, but the number of recoveries is also rising and so is the
number of tests. As on Thursday, the country recorded 69,652 new cases, while 58,794 people recovered. The fatalities in the 24-hour period
were 9

For youth eyeing sarkari jobs, recruitment reform is big blessing (/news/regular-story/for-youth-eyeing-sarkari-jobsrecruitment-reform-is-big-blessing)
A large section of the youngsters wishing to make a career in the government sector will not have to face a lot of hurdles as the cabinet has
moved forward with a major reform in the recruitment process. The cabinet on Wednesday approved creation of a National Recruitment Agency
(NRA), for w

Odisha grapples with rising Covid caseload (/news/regular-story/odisha-grapples-with-rising-covid-caseload-)
On July 31, a few days after the central government announced the Unlock 3 guidelines, Odisha made public its own guidelines. Though the
weekend shutdown will continue till August end, markets have opened in the coastal state. However, life is still far from being normal, as the
fear of infection grips the

Coronavirus hits India’s electricity demand, capacity addition: Fitch (/news/regular-story/coronavirus-hits-indiaselectricity-demand-capacity-addition)
As the lockdown and movement restrictions in the aftermath of the Covid-19 pandemic come to hurt economic activities, India’s electricity
demand is set to drop by 4% during the financial year ending March 2021, Fitch Ratings said in a statement. The fall in demand is likely to r
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Khohar, a village located in Alwar district of Rajasthan, nestled in the foothills of Aravalis, is home to 154 families, most of whom are farmers by
profession. The village has a large adult population with 65 percent over the age of 18. The village educational levels are relatively low, with
household heads having only attended an average of 4.6 years of schooling (Figure 1). Out of the total population of Khohar, 33.11 percent are
medium farmers (1-4 bighas of land), 16.2 percent of them are large farmers (more than four bighas of land), and 50.6 percent of them are small
farmers (equal to or less than one bigha of land). The small farmers are mainly migrating farmers. The village faces a rampant problem with water
scarcity for all households, rich and poor alike. Procuring water for domestic as well as agricultural purposes is a critical issue they face every day.
Lack of a water body in or around the village makes farming a challenging task, leaving the people having to rely only on rain to cultivate crops. The
villagers are mostly unconnected to government programmes and benefits, which magnifies their plight. A consequence of these problems is that at
least 30 percent of households actively participate in seasonal migration (Table 1), traveling to the rural belts of Punjab and Gujarat for cotton, rice,
and wheat cultivation for almost eight months in a year. Upon return, they are mostly idle since no work is available in the village. The aspect worth
noticing is that the villagers migrate with their entire families, including their children, spouses, and even the elderly in some cases. The village
appears deserted most parts of the year with every other house being empty and abandoned for four to five months at a stretch.
As per the socioeconomic profile of the villagers of Khohar, their dependency ratio indicates an age-population ratio of those typically not in the
labour force and those typically in the labour force. It is used to measure the… Read More (+)
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Covid-19: India’s Recovery Rate inches towards 75% (/news/regular-story/covid19-indias-recovery-rate-inches-towards-75)
A consistently increasing number of recoveries has pushed India’s Recovery Rate amongst the Covid-19 patients to nearly 75%. With the
recoveries of 57,989 patients in the 24 hours to Sunday morning, the total number of recoveries reached 22,80,566. India’s total recoveries now
e

BARC must be transparent, address allegation of tempering: TRAI chairman (/news/regular-story/barc-must-betransparent-address-allegation-of-tempering-trai-chairman)
Broadcasting as a sector is largely dependent on advertising revenue for survival and growth. Out of overall broadcasters’ revenue of Rs 45,000
crore in 2019, Rs 32,000 crore was collected from advertising revenues. This underlines the dependence of the industry on the flow of
advertising revenue whi
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